Simply beautiful. Beautifully simple.
Zehnder Vitalo.

Heating

Cooling

Fresh Air

Clean Air

How to combine comfort
and individuality – with ease.

You set your sights high when it comes to your lifestyle. Starting with your
home, you like the design to be as comfortable and individual as possible.
Simple aesthetics and plenty of living space create a harmonious atmosphere.
Your furniture also reflects your own personal style of living.
You associate well-being with warmth and a cosy feeling. And you are unwilling
to compromise when it comes to comfort. In addition to your aesthetic tastes,
a healthy and sustainable way of living is also important to you. That is why
you are looking for innovative, high-quality and lasting solutions that will help to
save energy and reduce costs.
Zehnder Vitalo – a designer radiator that unites all these requirements could
not be a better match.
What you can expect from Zehnder Vitalo:
■
■
■
■
■

Comfort and individuality
Harmonious integration
Hygiene
Innovation
Flexible and diverse application
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Zehnder
Vitalo

Rectangle and circle: The design of
Zehnder Vitalo in the ‘bar’ version is
composed of two geometric shapes.
This enables the designer radiator
with, for example, a natural anodised
aluminium surface to be integrated
perfectly into a more minimalistic setting. One or two towel rails, depending on the height, make sure that
your towels are kept cosy and warm.

Simple accommodation
of textiles: the chrome
towel rail is open
on the left-hand side.

Both characteristic
and unique with
its black polyamide
frame.
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Zehnder
Vitalo

Inspired by nature: The unusual, almost
organic shape of Zehnder Vitalo in
the ‘cut’ version adds a distinguishing
feature to every modern setting.
Distinctive and practical: One or two
cut-outs, depending on the height,
help to heat both hand and bath towels.

Cut-out to
heat towels.

The striking profile
gives the radiator
its distinctive look.
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Extremely slim, extremely light,
extremely innovative
Created by the designer duo, King & Miranda, Zehnder Vitalo is available in two different visual designs –
with towel rail or cut-out. The combination of innovative construction elements and high-quality materials
produces this incredibly slim profile of only 16 mm. The innovative structure of the product ensures a
short reaction time, maximum thermal output and ethereal design. Available in a range of colours and in
natural anodised aluminium, Zehnder Vitalo can be integrated into practically any modern setting.

More space: light, smooth
and puristic with a profile of
only 16 mm depth.

Seamless integration into
your living environment:
available in a variety
of colours and surfaces.

Individuality: two design
models emphasise your
personality.

Comfort: pleasant radiant
heat ensures warm rooms
and warm towels.

Hygienic and easy to clean
thanks to its closed surface
(certified by the Hygiene
Institute of the Ruhrgebiet).

Fit for the future: suitable for
all low temperature systems,
heat pumps and condensing
boilers.

Variety: available for hot water
central heating or electric
operation.

Innovative production techniques and a high quality
of materials ensure a long
service life.

Flexible: suitable for open
heating systems (< 80 °C).

Zehnder Vitalo,
‘bar’ version
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Zehnder Vitalo,
‘cut’ version

Half depth.
Full output.
Zehnder Vitalo measures a mere 16 mm in depth and is considerably lighter than a comparable radiator –
but still refuses to compromise when it comes to performance. Extremely heat conductive materials
transport heat to the entire front, filling the room with pleasant radiant heat. Zehnder Vitalo is compatible
with all low temperature systems, heat pumps and condensing boilers – yes, it's fit for the future. With
its corrosion-resistant, top-quality materials, Zehnder Vitalo is the ideal choice when durability and sustainability are required.

Quick-responding, pleasant radiant heat is provided
by the meandering copper pipe in the hot water
version and a heating cable in the electric version.

The aluminium front and back transfer the heat
into the room excellently.

The honeycomb structure made of aluminium
conducts the heat optimally, giving the radiator its
stability. Even in big radiators.

The surrounding frame of polyamide protects
and seals the entire radiator. Smoothly rounded,
it complements the closed, easy-care Zehnder
Vitalo form, while at the same time lending it its
distinctive profile.

The aluminium honeycomb structure is filled with
graphite. A technological twist that enables heat to
be distributed throughout the entire front of the
radiator quickly and evenly. This innovative structure
provides lightness and yet great stability.

16 mm

Hot water model
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Installation
made easy.
The characteristic lightness of Zehnder Vitalo has a positive effect on transport and installation: easy to
carry, quick and clean to install. This saves time and makes life easier. It gets even easier with the version
that includes the practical Zehnder EasyFit connection box. It conceals the entire connection technology
such as supply cables, connectors and the thermostatic valve. Perfect integration of the designer radiator
into your surroundings is guaranteed. Folds back to enable cleaning behind the radiator.

A single cast right through
to the last detail: even the
bracket is the same colour
as the radiator. Secure installation included: a screw
holds the folding mechanism
in place.

Supply cables, connectors
and even the thermostatic
valve are elegantly concealed inside the Zehnder
EasyFit connection box.

Simple to install, vent and clean
thanks to flexible pipes: the
radiator can simply be folded
away from the wall.

After installation only a small
part of the adjustment dial of
the thermostat valve is visible.

Zehnder Vitalo
with Zehnder EasyFit
connection box
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Zehnder Vitalo
technical
specifications

50 mm centre connection, flow on
left, for connection with external
fittings to hot water central heating.

Concealed technology with
Zehnder EasyFit connection box
for hot water central heating.

Dry-electric operation with remote
control device and no visible control
elements on the radiator.

Remote control device for electrical
operation with daily and weekly
programme and timer function.

This QR code takes
you to an installation
video about Zehnder
Vitalo on Zehnder’s
video channel.

Zehnder Vitalo, ‘bar’ version, with towel rail
H
1250
1570
1890

L
400
400
400

Model
VIP-125-040
VIP-160-040
VIP-190-040

φs
465
546
673

E
350
500
500

1250
1570
1890

500
500
500

VIP-125-050
VIP-160-050
VIP-190-050

555
676
834

–
500
750

1250
1570
1890

600
600
600

VIP-125-060
VIP-160-060
VIP-190-060

641
806
994

–
–
1000

Zehnder Vitalo, ‘cut’ version, with cut-outs

H = Height in mm
L = Length in mm
φs = Standard thermal output acc. to EN 442,
ΔT 50 K (75/65/20°C) in watts
E = Electric heat output in watts

H
1200
1500
1800

L
490
490
490

Model
VIT-120-050
VIT-150-050
VIT-180-050

φs
483
605
714

E
–
500
750

1200
1500
1800

590
590
590

VIT-120-060
VIT-150-060
VIT-180-060

595
703
869

–
750
750

1800

690

VIT-180-070

1036

1000
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